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Abstract. Nowadays automatic systems for detecting
and measuring textual similarity are being developed,
in order to apply them to different tasks in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Currently, these
systems use surface linguistic features or statistical infor
mation. Nowadays, few researchers use deep linguistic
information. In this work, we present an algorithm for
detecting and measuring textual similarity that takes into
account information offered by discourse relations of
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), and lexical-semantic
relations included in EuroWordNet. We apply the algo
rithm, called SIMTEX, to texts written in Spanish, but the
methodology is potentially language-independent.
Keywords.
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1 Introduction
In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
automatic systems for textual similarity detection
and measurement are being developed, in order
to apply them to different tasks, such as plagia
rism detection, question answering, textual entailment, summarization, automatic machine transla
tion evaluation, etc. A lot of research on compari
son of long texts has been done, but nowadays a
more challenging task is the comparison of short

texts, in order to obtain the degree of semantic
similarity between them.
As [18] explain, methods for detecting and mea
suring similarity between short texts can be divided
in three groups:
1. Methods that use vector space model [25].
These methods model both texts as a bag
of words, and represent them by means of
vectors, which are compared by using cosine
similarity.
2. Methods that align segments and compute
similarity of pairs of words.
3. Methods that use machine learning models
combining several measures and lexical, se
mantic or syntactic features.
In this work, we focus on the second method
(see our previous work in [9]). We present an ap
proach for textual similarity detection and measure
ment that takes into account information offered by
discourse relations of Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) [19], and lexical-semantic relations included
in EuroWordNet (EWN)1. For the selection and
alignment of the segments to be compared, dis
course structure is used, while for the selection of
1http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroW ordNet
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the words to be matched EWN is employed. In
our approach, one of the main innovations regard
ing the state of the art is the comparison of dis
course segments, instead of complete sentences.
Moreover, only discourse segments involving sim
ilar RST discourse relations are compared. The
pairs of words of these segments are compared
by means of EWN, as much work on this field
does. However, in this case, the semantic similarity
measure [35] is used, which has been already used
in other NLP tasks, such as summarization [34]
or term extraction [23, 33]. Our approach, called
SIMTEX, has been applied to texts written in Span
ish, but the methodology is language-independent.
The resources necessary to adapt the algorithm
to other languages are a discourse parser in the
corresponding language, as well as an ontology or
lexical database, such as WordNet (or any other re
source that allows calculating semantic similarity).
Another contribution of this work is the develop
ment of the corpus for the experiments. Developing
corpora for the evaluation of systems for detecting
textual similarity is a complex and time-consuming
task. Regarding corpora in English, two efforts can
be pointed out. First, the METER corpus (MEasuringTExtReuse) [10], which is composed by reused
texts and their corresponding description regarding
their level of relevance and segmentation. Second,
the PAN corpus (Plagiarism Corpus) [4], which
from 2007 has been a dynamic corpus, since it
is used as reference corpus of the most relevant
competition on detection of textual similarity and
plagiarism. However, to our knowledge, there is
no similar resource for Spanish. Therefore, we had
to create our own corpus for the experiments. As it
can be seen in Section 3, this corpus contains orig
inal texts and different related paraphrased texts,
which have been written manually. As the authors
of [4] state, paraphrases are linguistic expressions
having different form but approximately the same
meaning, where the form is the lexical or syntactic
structure.
In Section 2, related work on textual similarity de
tection and measurement is reviewed. In Section
3, the theoretical framework and resources used in
this work are presented. In Section 4, the design of
SIMTEX is explained. In Section 5, an example of
application of SIMTEX over the corpus is included.
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Finally, in Section 6, some conclusions and future
work are shown.

2 Related Work
As we have mentioned, textual similarity detection
is a challenging task that nowadays is being inves
tigated by several authors. Since some years ago,
there has conducted an international competition
on semantic textual similarity (see, for example,
the last one: “SEM 2013 shared task: Semantic
Textual Similarity” [1]). Most of the systems that
have been developed for detecting and measur
ing semantic textual similarity use text pairs to be
compared as feature vectors where each feature is
a score related to a specific type of similarity. In
this section, we do not pretend to list all the work
related to semantic textual similarity, but to point
out the newest contributions in the field.
The authors of [11] model the task as a Support
Vector (SV) regression problem, where a similarity
scoring function between pairs of texts is obtained
from examples. Semantic relatedness between
sentences is modeled in an unsupervised fashion
by means of several similarity functions. Each
one captures a specific semantic aspect, such as
syntactic vs. lexical similarity. The authors of [11],
[27] also use dependency parsing, but they model
the problem as a combination of kernels [29].
[3] grade pairs of sentences accurately by com
bining focused measures into a robust measure
by means of a log-linear regression model, either
based on surface features, on lexical semantics
or on Explicit Semantic Analysis. [7] use a SV
regression model, combining different text similar
ity measures that constitute the features. In this
case, the measures are simple distances, such as
Levenshtein edit distance, cosine or Named Enti
ties overlap, and more complex distances, such as
Explicit Semantic Analysis, WordNet-based simi
larity, IR-based similarity, and a similarity measure
based on syntactic dependencies. The authors of
[18] also use a SV regression model to combine
features. However, they include a semantic word
similarity model based on a combination of Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [14] and knowledge from
WordNet. [28] present a different approach with
regard to the methods that use pairwise similarity
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features in order to learn a regression model. Their
system directly encodes the input texts into syn
tactic/semantic structures and uses tree kernels
for extracting a set of syntactic patterns to learn a
similarity score.
In the field of plagiarism, research is also con
ducted with the aim to obtain methods for detect
ing similarity between texts, in order to discover
if one text is the original and the other one is
the copy. For example, [31] uses morphosyntactic
information by means of n-grams. This method is
useful when some segments in the original text
are literally copied in another text. However, in
the cases of paraphrased texts (where different
words or syntactic structures exist), this method is
not enough to obtain accurate results. [15] also
use morphosyntactic information but, in order to
solve the mentioned limitations, they add seman
tic information. Specifically, they use WordNet in
order to obtain synonyms and hypernyms. In this
line, [4] mention that semantic relations, such as
synonymy and antonymy, can be used to detect
paraphrases. Also, in the field of authorship at
tribution, methods for detecting textual similarity
have been developed. For example, [30] present
a system based on syntactic n -grams constructed
by following paths in syntactic trees. This method
allows bringing syntactic knowledge into machine
learning methods. Textual similarity is also impor
tant in other NLP tasks, such as machine transla
tion. See, for example, the work in [2], where a
semantic feature for statistical machine translation
based on Latent Semantic Indexing is proposed.
Textual similarity, paraphrase, plagiarism, reuse
of text, etc. are related terms that are difficult to de
fine. In this work, we focus on paraphrase, taking
into account that an original text and a paraphrased
text can be considered as similar texts. Several
authors have offered a definition of paraphrase.
As [22] declare, carrying out paraphrases involves
using different words and changing syntactic struc
tures from one text to another one, without chang
ing the meaning. This is the reason why lexical
paraphrases and morphosyntactic paraphrases ex
ist [6]. Regarding this issue, in the framework of
NLP, [32] state that “two units of text are inter
changeable if, for the propositions A and B they
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embody, the truth-set of B is a (not necessarily
proper) subset of the truth-set of A”.
Several classifications of types of paraphrases
exist.
[5] offer a classification which includes
four classes of paraphrase: Morpholexicon-based
changes, Structure-based changes, Semanticsbased changes and Miscellaneous changes, which
contain 20 types of possible paraphrases. In this
work, we use this classification.

3 Theoretical Framework and
Resources
In this section the theoretical framework and the
resources used in this research are explained.
RST is a language-independent theory based on
the idea that a text can be segmented into Ele
mentary Discourse Units (EDUs) linked by means
of nucleus-satellite or multinuclear rhetorical rela
tions. In the first case, the satellite gives additional
information about the other unit (the nucleus), on
which it depends (e.g. Cause, Purpose or Result).
In the second case, several elements, all nuclei,
are connected at the same level, i.e. there are
no dependent elements and they all are equally
important with regard to the author's intentions
(e.g. List, Contrast or Sequence). Discourse pars
ing includes three stages: discourse segmenta
tion, discourse relations detection and building up
rhetorical trees. In this work, a discourse parser
for Spanish texts that is integrated in the platform
DiZer 2.0 is used [24]. This parser integrates a dis
course segmenter [12], a set of linguistic patterns
for detecting discourse relations extracted from the
RST Spanish Treebank [13] and a probabilistic al
gorithm for building rhetorical trees [21].
In this work, we also use EWN, which is a multi
lingual extension of WordNet. In this ontology, the
basic semantic unit is the synset (synonymy set),
grouping together several words that can be con
sidered synonyms in some contexts. Synsets are
linked by means of semantic relations (hyperonym,
hyponym, meronym, etc.).
As mentioned in Section 1, in this work we have
developed our own corpus in order to exemplify
and validate our algorithm. This corpus contains
12 specialized texts from the mathematics domain,
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divided in 3 original texts (ot), 3 texts with lowlevel paraphrases (llp), 3 texts with high-level para
phrases (hlp), and 3 texts that are not paraphrases
(np), but with similar length, subject and register.
The paraphrased texts have been manually built by
a team of 3 people, who are Spanish linguists and
had a training course on paraphrase techniques,
following the classification by [5] mentioned in Sec
tion 2. The instructions given to the 3 annotators
were:
— For low-level paraphrases: only lexical substi
tutions can be done in sentences; specifically,
only lexical units with the grammatical cate
gory of noun, verb, adjective or adverb can be
substituted. If a lexical unit can be replaced by
a synonym or a hypernym, it is mandatory to
replace it. The objective is to change as many
units as possible in the sentence. These new
units should be searched on general dictio
naries, specialized dictionaries and databases
from the mathematics domain, or specialized
texts on mathematics.
— For high-level paraphrases: the low-level para
phrasis plus additional changes should be
done in the text, following the classification
by [5], which implies syntactic, semantic, dis
course and structural changes. The para
phrased text should be as different as possible
from the original text.
See a real example of a sentence from the cor
pus:
— Original sentence (ot):
Usando algunas propiedades del grupo
diedrico, se da una prueba simple de que
ciertos arreglos de los numeros de un famoso
rompecabezas (llamado en ingles the fifteen
puzzle) no son posibles de realizar. [Using
some properties of the dihedral group, it is
simply tested that it is not possible for carrying
out certain arrangements of the numbers of
a famous puzzle (called the fifteen puzzle in
English).]
— Low-level paraphrase (llp):
Empleando ciertos rasgos del grupo
diedrico, se otorga una comprobaciOn
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sencilla de que algunos ajustes de las
cifras de un afamado rompecabezas
(denominado en ingles the fifteen puzzle) no
son viables de efectuar.
— High-level paraphrase (hlp):
A l emplear ciertos rasgos del grupo
perteneciente o relativo al angulo diedro,
el cual es cada una de las dos porciones
del espacio limitadas por dos semiplanos
que parten de una misma recta, se puede
comprobar simplemente que algunos ajustes
de las cifras de un afamado rompecabezas
denominado the fifteen puzzle no son viables
de efectuar.
In llp, 13 lexical units have been changed
(marked in bold). In hlp, the same units have been
replaced and other different changes have been
added. For example, the term grupo dieudrico (“di
hedral group”) has been replaced by its definition:
grupo perteneciente o relativo al angulo diedro
(“group belonging or related to the dihedral angle”).
Also, the structure of gerund at the beginning of the
sentence has been replaced by other equivalent
structure in Spanish: al (“when”) + verb in infinitive.
Moreover, among other changes, brackets have
been eliminated.
The aim of this paper is not to explain the de
tails of the methodology for building this corpus,
but to exemplify our algorithm for detecting and
measuring textual similarity, and to obtain prelim
inary results to validate it and continue with the
implementation and further experiments. We are
conscious that the size of the corpus is limited, but
it should be taken into account that paraphrases of
the original texts have been done manually, which
is a very time-consuming and difficult task. In the
future, we plan to increase the corpus size includ
ing more texts from other domains. This corpus will
be available on line for research purposes.
At the moment, it would not be possible to carry
out our experiments for English, since we need a
dataset containing original texts and paraphrased
texts, both annotated with RST discourse structure.
On the one hand, we could obtain original anno
tated texts from the RST Discourse Treebank [8],
the biggest corpus for English including texts anno
tated with RST discourse structure; however, this
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corpus does not contain paraphrased texts. On the
other hand, we could access some datasets for En
glish built in the framework of textual similarity de
tection (such as [11] and [12], mentioned in Section
1); however, these datasets are not annotated with
discourse structure and, nowadays, to our knowl
edge, the only discourse full parser for English [20]
is not available to the scientific community. There
fore, it is not possible to obtain texts discourseannotated automatically for English at the moment.
For other languages, several research groups work
on they own discourse parsers; we highlight the full
discourse parser available for Portuguese [26].

4 Design of the Algorithm
The design of the algorithm includes three mod
ules, which are explained in this section. The
algorithm has been implemented in Perl.
MODULE 1: DISCOURSE COMPARISON
In the first place, the discourse parser is used to
obtain RST discourse trees of the two texts (A
and B) to be compared. The output of the parser
includes two files for each discourse tree: a file
containing the detected discourse segments and a
file containing the discourse relations and structure
of the text in parenthetical format.
The following example shows an original text
from our corpus (called text A) and the two files
obtained automatically with the discourse parser:
— Text A
El objetivo de este trabajo es dar una
justificacion rigurosa del metodo general
de prueba conocido como induccion y del
metodo general de definicion conocido como
recursion, que ocurren frecuentemente tanto
en lougica matemautica como en otras ramas
de la matemautica. Es muy importante tener
claras algunas hipoutesis bajo las cuales estos
meutodos son vaulidos. En lo que sigue se
usara la teoria de los conjuntos de un modo
intuitivo, asi como ejemplos que se suponen
conocidos, de aritmeutica, aulgebra y lougica.
[The goal of this work is to give a rigorous
justification of the general test method known
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as induction and the definition general method
known as recursion, which are frequently
used in mathematical logic as well as in other
branches of mathematics. It is important to
know some hypotheses under which these
methods are valid. In what follows, the set
theory will be used intuitively, and also known
examples of arithmetic, algebra and logic will
be employed.]
— FILE 1: Discourse segments
1: El(el)D objetivo(objetivo)N de(de)S este(este)D
trabajo(trabajo)N es(ser)v dar(dar)v una(uno)^
justificaci<5n(justificaci<5n)N
rigurosa(riguroso)A
de(de)S
el(el)D
metodo(metodo)N
general(general)A
de(de)s
prueba(prueba)N
conocido(conocer)v
com o(com o)c
induccion(induccion)N
y(y)C
de(de)S
el(el)D
metodo(metodo)N
general(general)A
de(de)s
definici<5n(definici<5n)N
conocido(conocer)v
com o(com o)C
recursi<3n(recursi<3n)N
,(,) f
[s]
que(que)p
ocurren(ocurrir)v
frecuentemente(frecuentemente)R
tanto(tanto)p
en(en)S l<5gica(l<5gica)N matematica(m atematico)A
com o(com o)c en(en)s otras(otro)^ ram as(ram a)^
de(de)s la(el)c matematica(matematica)N .(.) f [s]
2: Es(ser)v muy(muy)p importante(importante)A
tener(tener)v
claras(clara)N
algunas(alguno)^
hip<5tesis(hip<5tesis) n
bajo(bajo)s
las(el)c
cuales(cual)p estos(este)D metodos(metodo)N
son(ser)v validos(v^lido)^ .(.) f [s]
3:

En(en)s

lo(el)c

que(que)p

sigue(seguir)v

se(se)p
usara(usar)v la(el)c
teona(teona)N
de(de)s los(el)c conjuntos(conjunto)N de(de)s
un(uno)D modo(modo)N intuitivo(intuitivo)^ ,(,)f
[s]
asLcom o(asLcom o)c
ejemplos(ejemplo)N
que(que)p
se(se)p
suponen(suponer)v
conocidos(conocer)v
,(,)f
[s]
de(de)s
aritm etica(aritm etica)N ,(,)F [s] algebra(algebra)N
y(y)c logica(logica)N .(.)f [s] [p]

— FILE 2: Discourse structure
elaboration(n(’means(n(1), s(2))'), s(3))

In the second place, our algorithm compares
the discourse relations included in the paren
thetical discourse structures of both texts (A
and B), using file 2 as input. It detects if there
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are identical discourse relations between dis
course structures of both texts. Then, it calcu
lates a score of discourse similarity by taking
into account the amount of identical relations
detected between both texts, as well as the dif
ferences between both texts. In such a way, it
does not only takes into account the similarity
but the dissimilarity among the parenthetical
discourse relations of both texts. Thus, the
algorithm calculates the difference of the in
tersection of identical relations between text A
and text B, minus the edit distance (DR(A,B))
[17] of the parenthetical discourse structures
between texts A and B. We normalize the
score by using the sum of the total relations
included in both texts (see Formula 1).

2 x R(A) n R(B) DR(A, B)
|R(A)| + |R(B)|

Sim ,1

-

(1)

Let's see an example. Figures 1 and 2 include
the discourse structures of text A and B:

1-3
Means

1-2
Elaboration
El objetivo de
este Irabajo es
dar una
justificacion
rigurosa del
metodo
general de
prueba
conocido
como
induccion y
del [...].

Es muy
importante
tener claras
algunas
hipotesis bajo
las cuales
estos metodos
son validos.

En lo que
sigue se usata
la te o ria de los
conjunlos de
un modo
intuitive, asi
com o ejemplos
que se
suponen
conocidos, de
aritmetica,
algebra y
logica.

Fig. 1. RST discourse structure of text A

Text B
El proposito de esta investigation es otorgar
argumentos precisos del procedimiento de
induccion, el cual es un metodo generalmente
utilizado para probar o demostrar que una
afirmacion dada es verdadera para todos
los numeros naturales; y del procedimiento
de recursion, que a su vez, se utiliza para
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determinar el siguiente termino de una
secuencia utilizando uno o maus de los
terminos anteriores.
Tanto el metodo de
induccioun como el de recursioun acontecen
a menudo tanto en logica matematica como
en otras especialidades de la matematica.
Pero el metodo de induccion como el metodo
de recursion se pueden realizar bajo ciertas
posibilidades las cuales se deben tener
claras. Se utilizara de forma intuitiva la teoria
de los conjuntos, la cual es estudio de la
estructura y tamano de conjuntos desde el
punto de vista de los axiomas aplicados.
Ademas se ejemplificara con reconocidos
modelos de aritmetica, algebra y logica. [The
purpose of this research is to give precise
arguments about the procedure of induction,
which is a method generally used to prove
or to demonstrate that a given statement is
true for all the natural numbers; and about the
procedure of recursion, which, in turn, is used
to determine the next term of a sequence
using one or more of the previous terms. Both
induction and recursion methods appear in
mathematical logic as well as in other fields
of mathematics. But the induction method as
well as the recursion method can be carried
out under certain possibilities that must be
known. The set theory will be used intuitively,
which means the study of structure and size
of sets from the point of view of applied
axioms. Moreover, it will be exemplified with
well-known models of arithmetic, algebra and
logic.]

Text A contains 2 relations (Elaboration, Means),
while text B contains 4 relations (Elaboration, An
tithesis, Means, Elaboration). Therefore, the rela
tion of Elaboration has 2 intersections between A
and B; the relation of Means has 1 intersection, and
the relation of Antithesis has not any intersection
(that is, 0).
In the third place, the difference between texts
A and B is calculated through the edit distance of
their parenthetical discourse relations. The costs of
insertion and deletion are 1, while for substitution
the cost is 2. For the example above, the cost to
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de una secuencia utilizando uno o maus de los
terminos anteriores.

15
Means

4-5

1-3
Antithesis

1-2
Elaboration
El proposito de
esta
investigacion
es otorgar
argumentos
precisos del
procedimiento
de induccion
[...] y del
procedimiento
de recursion
[- ] .

T anto el
metodo de
induccion
como el de
recursion
acontecen a
menudo tanto
en logica
matematica
como en otras
especialidades
de la
matematica.

Elaboration
Pero el
metodo de
induccion
como el
metodo de
recursion se
pueden
realizar bajo
ciertas
posibilidades
las cuales se
deben tener
claras.

511

Se utilizara de
forma intuitiva
la teoria de los
conjuntos, la
cual es
estudio de la
estructura y
tamano de
conjuntos
desde el punto
de vista de los
axiomas
aplicados.

Ademas se
ejemplificara
con
reconocidos
modelos de
aritmetica,
algebra y
logica.

A: Es muy importante tener claras algunas
hipotesis bajo las cuales estos metodos son
vaulidos.
B: Tanto el metodo de induction como el de
recursioun acontecen a menudo tanto en lougica
matematica como en otras especialidades de la
matematica.
A: Es muy importante tener claras algunas
hipoutesis bajo las cuales estos meutodos son
vaulidos.
B: Ademas se ejemplificara con reconocidos
modelos de aritmeutica, aulgebra y lougica.

Fig. 2. RST discourse structure of text B

transform (Elaboration, Antithesis, Means, Elabo
ration) into (Elaboration, Means) is 2.
Thus, by applying Formula 1, the obtained score
of discourse similarity is 0.67, as shown in the
Formula 2.

=

2 X (2 + 1 ) - 2 = 0.67
2+ 4

(2)

If this score is higher or equal than 0, the algo
rithm extracts pairs of discourse segments includ
ing identical relations between texts A and B, and
also the main nuclei of both discourse trees, by
using file 1 (that is, the file containing the discourse
segments detected by the parser). In this example,
the pairs of extracted segments are:
A: El objetivo de este trabajo es dar una justi
fication rigurosa del metodo general de prueba
conocido como induction y del metodo general de
definition conocido como recursion, que ocurren
frecuentemente tanto en logica matematica como
en otras ramas de la matematica.
B: El proposito de esta investigation es otorgar argumentos precisos del procedimiento de in
duction, el cual es un metodo generalmente utilizado para probar o demostrar que una afirmacion
dada es verdadera para todos los numeros naturales; y del procedimiento de recursion, que a su
vez, se utiliza para determinar el siguiente teurmino

A: En lo que sigue se usara la teoria de los conjuntos de un modo intuitivo, asi como ejemplos
que suponen conocidos, de aritmeutica, aulgebra y
lougica.
B: Se utilizara de forma intuitiva la teoria de los
conjuntos, la cual es estudio de la estructura y
tamano de conjuntos desde el punto de vista de
los axiomas aplicados.
These segments will be used in Module 2, in
order to calculate the semantic similarity between
them. By contrast, if the score is below 0, semantic
similarity will not be calculated.
In the future and after further experiments, a
threshold higher than 0 will be determined in this
module. This threshold will be used to determine if
the algorithm should continue by applying Module
2, or if there is not any discourse similarity between
text A and B and, therefore, the algorithm should
stop the process after applying Module 1.

MODULE 2: SEMANTIC COMPARISON
In this module, in the first place, the extracted
discourse segments are lemmatized. Nouns are
extracted, taking into account that this kind of lex
ical units usually includes the most representative
information of the text, specially in texts from spe
cialized domains. In the second place, the algo
rithm calculates similarity between pairs of lexical
units in the discourse segments of texts A and B
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including identical relations. In order to calculate
similarity between these pairs of lexical units, we
apply Formula 3, which uses information obtained
from the hyperonimical paths for each synset (sy)
in EWN.

S i m ( s y i , sy2)

2 + #C om m onN odes(syi, sy2)
D epth(syi) + Depth(sy2)

(3)
This similarity measure is based on [35]. They
obtain a similarity value by combining the depth of
two concepts and the depth of the least common
subsumed node in a “IS-A” hierarchical concept net
like EWN. This similarity measure takes into ac
count two basic ideas: a) the shorter the distance
between two nodes is, the higher their similarity is,
and b) the higher the number of common nodes is
(therefore lower in the hierarchy), the higher their
similarity is. In practice, the similarity between two
terms like “argument” and “definition” is calculated
as Figure 3 shows.
s im ( a r g u m e n t, d e fin itio n ) = ( 2 x 6 ) / ( 8 + 9 ) = 0 .7 1
a b s tra c tio n

T'
'
/

/

I

re la tio n

\

m

1

\

I

s o c ia l re la tio n

\
c o m m u n ic a tio n

'

I

\

— Segment B (Elaboration): Ademas se ejempli
ficara con reconocidos modelos de aritmetica,
algebra y logica.
The nouns hipotesis (“hypothesis”) and metodo
(“method”) are extracted from segment A. The
nouns modelo (“model”), aritmetica (“arithmetic”),
algebra (“algebra”) and logica (“logic”) are
extracted from segment B. Therefore, the algorithm
will compare the following units:
hipotesis
hipotesis
hipotesis
hipotesis
metodo
metodo
metodo
metodo

- modelo
- aritmetica
- algebra
- logica

- modelo
- aritmetica
- algebra
- logica

At this stage, the methodology includes three
steps. First, each lexical pair comparison obtains
a semantic similarity score between 0 and 1. Sec
ond, all the scores of each segment are added, in
orderto obtain a single semantic similarity score for
each pair of discourse segments. Third, the scores
of all discourse segments of each text (A and B)
are added, in order to obtain the final semantic
similarity score between the two original texts. The
score is normalized between 0 and 1.

c o n te n t
s ta te m e n t
d e c la r a tio n

*

I
a s s e r tio n

N
^

e x p la n a tio n

V1

1

\

1
\
./ -----oT — o------a rg u m e n t

d e fin itio n

Fig. 3. Example of semantic similarity calculation

For example, let's consider the following two seg
ments:
Segment A (Elaboration): Es muy importante
tener claras algunas hipOtesis bajo las cuales
estos metodos son validos.
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MODULE 3: COMPUTING THE FINAL TEXTUAL
SIMILARITY SCORE
In this module, discourse and semantic scores
are combined. In our current work, the discourse
similarity score obtained accounts for 30% of the
score, while the semantic similarity score accounts
for 70% of the score. The final score is normalized
between 0 and 1. As shown in Section 6, in the
future we plan to perform experiments with differ
ent percentages, but in the current research we
have used these values taking into account that,
once identical discourse relations are detected, the
semantic score is crucial in order to detect and
measure textual similarity.
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Table 2. Final textual similarity score

5 Example of Application
We have applied SIMTEX to our Spanish corpus
on mathematics, as stated in Section 3. In Table
12 discourse similarity is included, considering the
similarity and the difference between each pair
of texts. The maximum score is given to those
texts presenting just the same parenthetical rela
tions, i.e., equal similarity but no dissimilarity. On
the other side, the worst score is for the non
paraphrased texts.

A
5ot
5ot
5ot
7ot
7ot
7ot
9ot
9ot
9ot

B
5llp
5hlp
5np
7llp
7hlp
7np
9llp
9hlp
9np

Sim(A,B)D
+1.000
+1.000
-1.000
+1.000
+0.670
+0.500
+1.000
0.000
-1.000

Sim(A,B)S
0.417
0.455
0.000
0.438
0.352
0.237
0.365
0.201
0.000

Sim(A,B)T
0.892
0.919
0.000
0.907
0.747
0.616
0.855
0.440
0.000

D

0
0
2
0
2
2
0
2
4

Sim(A,B)D
+1.00
+1.00
-1.00
+1.00
+0.67
+0.50
+1.00
0.00
-1.00

Using Formula 3, we calculate semantic simi
larity for nouns among all the pairs of discourse
segments, except for those texts with a threshold
lower than 0. Table 2 shows discourse and se
mantic similarities (SimD and SimS), as well as the
normalized final score (SimT). As shown in Table
2, the SimT score obtained between original texts
and non-paraphrased texts is low, as expected. By
contrast, the SimT score between original texts and
paraphrased texts is, in most cases, higher. The
score of low-level paraphrases is the highest in all
cases.
In order to compare our results, we have defined
a baseline similarity S i m B as follows:

im

b

=2

|bigrams(A) n bigrams(B)|
X |bigrams(A)| + |bigrams(B)|

In our work, the baseline similarity is calculted by
the following two different strategies: the first one
2Texts are identified by a number plus a code of text type, as
indicated in Section 3.

uses a stoplist (BL1), and the second one uses
all words of documents (BL2) before computing
Formula 4. In Table 3, similarity results of both
baselines are included. Numbers in bold indicate
the best results.
Table 3. Textual vs. Baseline similarity

A
5ot
5ot
5ot
7ot
7ot
7ot
9ot
9ot
9ot

B Sim(A,B)T
0.892
5llp
5hlp
0.919
5np
0.000
0.907
7llp
0.747
7hlp
7np
0.616
9llp
0.855
9hlp
0.440
9np
0.000

)
,B
(A
,
2
(
L
B
)
,B
(A
,
L
1
B

1
1
0
2
3
2
2
1
0

)
(B

)
(A

QC
C

oc

A B
|R(A)| |R(B)|
1
1
5ot 5llp
5ot5hlp
1
1
1
1
5ot 5np
2
2
7ot 7llp
4
7ot 7hlp 2
2
7ot 7np 2
2
2
9ot 9llp
9ot9hlp 2
2
2
9ot 9np 2

(
A
,
)
B

Table 1. Discourse similarity

0.250
0.115
0.000
0.250
0.134
0.000
0.146
0.045
0.025

0.344
0.161
0.036
0.447
0.176
0.067
0.288
0.106
0.041

These numbers show that our method allows
to discriminate between paraphrased and non
paraphrased texts, while performance of both
baseline strategies is worst. However, for 7ot
and 7np texts, our method reports a high simi
larity value (0.616) that is incorrect. This value
is obtained because, in this case, the discourse
similarity between both texts is high.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have presented an algorithm
for detecting and measuring textual similarity that
takes into account information offered by discourse
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relations of RST, and lexical-semantic relations in
cluded in EWN. We have applied the algorithm to
Spanish texts, but the methodology is languageindependent.
Although the amount of texts included in the
corpus is not big, as we have mentioned, the main
goal of our research has been to show the algo
rithm and to obtain preliminary results in order to
validate it. These preliminary results indicate that
the performance of the algorithm is promising.
As future work, we plan to increase the corpus
size and extend our experiments to other gram
matical categories (verbs, adjectives and adverbs).
Also, we will do further experiments for optimizing
the threshold included in Module 1. Moreover, we
will do experiments with other lexical databases.
Although WordNet is largely employed in NLP ap
plications, it is still far from covering all existing
words and senses. In our case, the Spanish EWN
version used includes about 25,000 synsets (cor
responding to 50,000 variants). Thus, the perfor
mance of our similarity algorithm can be affected
by this reason.
In future, we plan to carry out experiments with
the Multilingual Central Repository (MCR)3 (an im
proved and expanded version based on both EWN
and WordNet 3.0) [16], and also with the structure
of pages and categories of Wikipedia. Finally, we
will integrate the different modules into a complete
single robust automatic system.
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